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Abstract: Earthquakes are one of the major natural calamities as well as a prime subject of interest
for seismologists, state agencies, and ground motion instrumentation scientists. The real-time data
analysis of multi-sensor instrumentation is a valuable knowledge repository for real-time early
warning and trustworthy seismic events detection. In this work, an early warning in the first
1 micro-second and seismic wave detection in the first 1.7 milliseconds after event initialization
is proposed using a seismic wave event detection algorithm (SWEDA). The SWEDA with nine
low-computation-cost operations is being proposed for smart geospatial bi-axial inclinometer nodes
(SGBINs) also utilized in structural health monitoring systems. SWEDA detects four types of seismic
waves, i.e., primary (P) or compression, secondary (S) or shear, Love (L), and Rayleigh (R) waves using
time and frequency domain parameters mapped on a 2D mapping interpretation scheme. The SWEDA
proved automated heterogeneous surface adaptability, multi-clustered sensing, ubiquitous monitoring
with dynamic Savitzky–Golay filtering and detection using nine optimized sequential and structured
event characterization techniques. Furthermore, situation-conscious (context-aware) and automated
computation of short-time average over long-time average (STA/LTA) triggering parameters by
peak-detection and run-time scaling arrays with manual computation support were achieved.
Keywords: applied methods; earthquake; seismic waves; real-time detection; early warning;
inclinometers; Internet of Things (IoT)
1. Introduction
Natural disasters occur on the globe every year with earthquakes and floods being the most
devastating and horrible on the loss and damage benchmarks. The number of people reported affected
by natural disasters (564.4 million) was the highest since 2006, as compared to the last 10 years [1],
amounting to 1.5 times its annual average (224 million). The estimates of natural disaster economic
damages (US$154 billion) place last year as the fifth costliest since 2006, 12% above the 2006–2015
annual average registered in the CRED database. Earthquakes or seismic events have proven to be the
most obvious and recurring in all [2] the natural disasters, i.e., 14,568 in 2018. The top of the chart
was in Indonesia on 28 September 2018, with 2256 death tolls. Real-time early warning alarms and
intimation would have reduced these life and financial loss numbers. The event characterization and
detection would have resulted in countermeasures against these disasters and considerable safety
would have been observed. The necessity of an expeditious mechanism was observed in [1,2] that
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could gradually create awareness using amplitude thresholding and frequency filtering in a swift
manner in the form of early-stage warnings for human life and asset safety.
Recent advancements [3] in the earth, planetary, and space studies have created new horizons
for real-time early warning studies of disasters. The subsurface [4] camera (SAMERA) capitalizing
the three-layered distributed iterative computing paradigm for three prototypes, (1) travel-time
seismic tomography (TomoTT); (2) migration-based microseismic imaging (MMI); (3) ambient noise
seismic imaging (ANSI), was very comprehensive in 3D velocity maps and subsurface realization
with a need for early warning and orientation compensation. The development of an integrated
earthquake simulation system for Istanbul and utilization of ambient vibration measurements for risk
assessment [5] at an urban scale for Beirut had created a need for a geospatially oriented seismic early
warning awareness. The four degrees of freedom [6] ground motion simulation platform (GMSP)
was also a comprehensive contribution to a gap of real-time ground motion detection capabilities.
The design challenges with the Marmara Sea case study [7] for such a system that was resourceful in
major seismic events like volcanic, lithospheric, and tsunamic activity could only be provisioned in
ubiquitous scenarios, i.e., geo-spatially present in urban infrastructure.
Recent achievements [8] in geo-seismic or ground motion instrumentation and multi-variable
urban-scale telemetry created the potential for damage post-analysis by immense computation at the
national level with high costs. The GPS assisted geo-magnetic storm technique [9] and broadband
seismic network health monitoring method needed improvement focused on the real-time systems-level
approach. A few seconds to less than a minute warning before the arrival of damaging ground motion
needed minimum calculations and discrete mechanism defined in [10] as multi-objective SHM
prediction algorithm (MOSPA) needed further enrichment for geo-seismic cases that have not been
observed in the literature before. Real-time catastrophic incidents in densely populated, commercial,
and industrial zones particularly needed local [11] early warning systems, particularly for mitigating
an earthquake that is aligned with strategic facilities [12] and lifelines of buildings in form of structural
health monitoring (SHM) and indigenous structural conditions sensing (ISCS) nodes. The desideratum
of low noise, high resolution, and a sampling rate ubiquitous unit solution capable of long-range error
compensating communication was observed in [4–12], accommodating for early warning [1–3] and
orientation error compensation.
ISCS aimed to provide prognosis [13] in a smart way to make a non-destructive evaluation (NDE),
precise long-haul monitoring of angular displacements, and critical frequencies. Geo-seismic event
detection falls in the category of NDE [14] that follows four basic strategies: time series, a condition
triggered, load effect, and sensors orientation schemes. Almost all the physical variables [15] are
keystones in the NDE of structures, i.e., temperature, pressure, humidity, displacement, and vibration
using cameras, Bragg grating fiber optic sensors, electrochemical(corrosion), laser Doppler vibrometer
(LVD), accelerometers [16], strain gauges, linear variable differential transformers (LVDT), piezo-electric
load cells, and thermocouples. A simple, low cost, diligent, and robust high resolution ±0.0000X
angular displacement monitoring solution with 12~24-bit configurable analog to digital converter
(ADC) was needed to accommodate [1–13] in a plethora of NDE sensors [14–16] only for fundamental
geo-mechanics early warnings and least computation assessments.
Recent review work by [17] concluded that the five generic approaches to NDE are (1) wavelet
transform approach, (2) empirical mode decomposition (EMD) approach, (3) Hilbert–Huang transform
(HHT) approach, (4) parametric system identification (PSI) approach, (5) the peak picking approach, and
(6) damage identification. Detection of abrupt changes [18] in structural integrity using peak picking
methods was more hardware implementable [19] for pre-evaluation or NDE. The semi-automatic peak
picking technique SegNet [20] based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) was successful in peak
picking. SegNet needed training of ANNs for image processing resulting in high computation cost that
limited its applicability for real-time detection applications with hardware calibration. The machine
learning-based earthquake early warning (EEW) approach [21] based on generative adversarial network
(GAN) critic, as an automatic feature extractor-based discriminator, could recognize 99.2% of the
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earthquake P waves and 98.4% of the noise signals. The EEW had extreme pre-processing computation
costs and real-time detection limitations on physically embedded systems. A very valuable work [22],
illustrating the weighted genetic feature search algorithm, had gaps in the real-time application of the
five techniques using wired and wireless schemes. The work [23] with (1) vibration-based method,
(2) impedance-based method, (3) data fusion method, and (4) inverse methods used in wired techniques
and smart sensing technology comprised of multi-sensor motes utilized in wireless techniques and
served an excellent ISCS directive. The crave for time series-based least-cost applied computation was
needed for ISCS or any geo-mechanics sensing unit due to the lapse in real-time applicability [17–23]
of complex methods.
In the light of the study carried out in this work from ISCS for [1–13] requirements, strategies,
methods, and techniques, the importance of positioning and orientation [24] of data acquisition
points was the vital factor for implementing any algorithm for detailed feature extraction and study.
The reliability equations in [25] were a noticeable contribution for ISCS and should be evaluated by
R composed of (1) intrinsic capability (IC), (2) application parameters (AP), and (3) human factor
(HF) governed by probability of false alarm (POFA), and (4) probability of detection (POD). Further
study of SHM variables [26] led to the fact that vibration and acoustic factors by are most vital and
instantaneous that can demolish grids of structures in the nick of time, all the rest are transients, i.e.,
only contribute to aging and decay. The review of eight [27] methods—(1) vibration-based damage
identification (VBDI) methods; (2) natural frequency-based methods (NFM), (3) mode shape-based
methods (MSM), (4) mode shape curvature/strain mode shape-based methods (MSCS), (5) dynamically
measured flexibility-based methods (DMFM), (6) matrix update based methods (MUM), (7) non-linear
methods (NLM), and (8) artificial neural network methods (ANNM)—applied to ISCS can be very
useful in interpreting the global displacement response of regional and urban structures to identify
local changes in it. A common gap observed in [24–27] was an adaptive event capturing pre-triggering
and post-triggering that guided the entire data manipulation leading to immeasurable real-time delays
and computational costs.
On the other hand, the real-time event capturing holds a momentous significance in the credibility
of any real-world event detection application. The standard short-time average and long-time average
(STA/LTA) triggering algorithm [28] has been the one most applied and used by state agencies [29] in
the USA and EU. STA/LTA is a very resource-efficient algorithm. The adaptive STA/LTA used by the
waveform correlation event detection [30] system and the Hoadley gas field, Alberta, Canada [31],
was the nearest contestant with much more resource requirement. The S/L-Kurt method [32] was
more effective than the standard (STA/LTA) mechanism for arrivals because it reduces any bias in
the short-term kurtosis (STK) and long-term kurtosis (LTK) window limited to desktop machines in
Industry 4.0 applications. The S/L-Kurt-assisted real-time seismic evaluation [33] and interpretation [34]
is considered as, so far, the most critical of all the displacement-based SHM procedures using time series
analysis. The nature of displacement data is that it consists of time series and is further modularized
into a pattern of windows by application of the Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence [35], handled
through the matrix and statistical techniques. The demonstration and significance [36] of window
sizes for STA and MER; STK for MCM and LTA; and LTK and PAI-K for field microseismic data sets
streamlined by IKK’s method, ZTR’s method, JER-AIC, Akazawa’s method, and S/L-Kurt [37] were
found to be more precise for constraint cases with a gap in the networked sensor detection mechanisms.
However, the contribution [38] was based on a machine with i7-4720HQ CPU having clock 2.60 GHz
and 16 GB RAM size that limited its canvas in ubiquitous Industry 4.0 applications due to complex and
high computation costs as well as automated ADC calibration. The geo-seismic sensing capabilities
for [1–13] and real-time limitations in [13–38] methods had sequenced output gaps based on [1–3]
enormities. The clustered and networked ISCS assessments raised new complexities in assessments
only possible for geographical area network solutions at the cloud level [9].
The application constraint methodological sequence [17–38] was very important in seismic event
characterization as an earthquake after following and considering all the above discussed methodologies
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and procedures. The application-specific [33] seismic sensor nodes and body area network (BAN)
makes SHM very intelligent and robust towards seismic event detection and identification and makes
the choice of algorithms easier at the cost of flexibility in the SHM system. Recent works [39] realized
the utility of (a) adaptive iterative hard thresholding (AIHT), (b) support vector machines (SVM), and
(c) the consensus and innovations [40] sequential probability ratio test (CISPRT) [37] and proposed
four different algorithms, namely: (1) the least-favorable-density CISPRT; (2) the median CISPRT;
(3) the M-CISPRT; and (4) the myriad CISPRT. The approaches [36–38] were very plausible for uniformly
distributed repetitive series of sensors data but required real-time testing on hardware through the
instrumentation of micro-displacements. The Green’s functions [38] played a vital role in surface wave
tomography of the Western United States from ambient seismic noise for Rayleigh and Love wave
phase velocity maps. The assistance of Green’s functions in ADC parameter optimization [41] could
lead to better results in Industry 4.0-based seismic detection solutions for desktop-scale machines.
A promptly swift warning and geo-seismic waves detection solution was needed to address the
following challenges:
(a) A geo-seismic constraint sensing node with ADC comprised of 2+ times higher sampling frequency
for seismic signals as per the Nyquist criterion and a resolution of ±0.0000X.
(b) Normalization of a single geo-seismic sensing node (GSSN) or ISCS magnitude offsets induced
by placement errors.
(c) Normalization of clustered GSSNs or ISCS magnitudes complex orientation errors.
(d) Heterogeneous surface orientation errors were reflected in entire measurements and geo-seismic
data processing.
(e) Gaussian or pseudo-random noise issues in the form of high frequencies and nano- or micro-seismic
angular displacement anomalies.
(f) Sequential detection of incremental displacement amplitudes to reduce post-computation costs
and predict the upcoming threats [11] as primary, secondary, and tertiary alarms.
(g) Adaptive amplitude real-time thresholds mapping to reduce incremental filtering costs.
(h) Real-time estimation of pre-triggering and post-triggering parameters for recording or event
capturing algorithms based on amplitudes, number of samples, and obliged frequencies.
(i) Runtime or real-time similarity in amplitudes and frequencies with existing time series of
earthquakes that happened in the past in parallel and compare triggering time intervals as discrete
occurrences instead.
(j) The geometrical exploration of seismic wave kinematics (frequency and amplitudes of
two-dimensional angular displacements) for maximum details required for the geo-seismic
realization using algorithmic calibration.
(k) Methodological, adaptive, and event-driven sensor calibration and measurement optimization
capability nodes are enablement towards Industry 4.0 applications.
(l) Real-time remote calibration of ADC parameters to optimize low-cost geo-seismic detection using
error-compensated, de facto, de jure industry-standard communication buses. This capability
constitutes a steppingstone towards Industry 4.0-based condition monitoring benchmarks.
(m) Sustainable distant and chronological optimization of real-time seismic event detection.
(n) Adaptive real-time scaling of sensors to zoom+/zoom− in case of micro/macro magnitudes for
iterative optimization.
(o) The real-time sensor calibration and recording triggering feature for unit sensor nodes as well as
sensor clusters is the Industry 4.0 application benchmark for SWEDA.
The solution proposed in this work, featuring the above (b)–(o) enhancements, constitutes a
sequential synergic combination of methods to address the above real-time challenges called real-time
seismic wave event detection algorithm (SWEDA). The implementation of SWEDA was realized by
developing a geo-seismic novel node with novelties (a) and (j) to(n). This work is organized as:
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1. Real-time seismic wave event detection algorithm (SWEDA) for cyber-physical systems.
2. Smart geospatial bi-axial inclinometer nodes (SGBINs) application design for SWEDA.
In Section 2, the methodological process of SWEDA is explained. Section 3 is dedicated to the
SGBIN application design to achieve credible results from SWEDA. Section 4 is based on a case study
presented with a practical implementation of SWEDA using SGBINs at the campus level, which
demonstrated the capabilities of SWEDA and SGBIN clusters at Qatar University, Doha.
2. Methodology Architecture
Let us consider a time series vector N(t) as the sample space of t variables, such that t is not null,
belongs to the set of real numbers, and is acquired from sensors as time series. The first step is to
train patterns of seismic waves that can be compared with N(t) in real-time to characterize the seismic
event. Earthquake, the most important special case in refractive seismology, be E(t) and is given by the
characteristic piecewise random function:
E(t) =

W1(t1)
W2(t2)
W3(t3)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 s < t1 < 17 s
4.5 s < t2 < 50 s
23 s < t3 < 100 s
 (1)
In Equation (1), W1, W2, and W3 are the three seismic wave types that are time-stamped. W1 is
the p-wave, W2 is the S-wave, and W3 is the surface wave. t1, t2, and t3 are the arrival times of W1,
W2, and W3 respectively.
A standard or characteristic earthquake seismograph pattern is exhibited in Figure 1. First, P-waves
arrive, second, S-waves, and then surface waves (Rayleigh (R) or Love (L) waves). The sequential
procedure for early warning and detection of an earthquake needs the realization of sequential events
in the fashion of occurrence called SWEDA. The steps of SWEDA are given as:
1. Gradient map auto-calibration (GMAC)
2. Micro-seism or seismic noise filtration (SNF)
3. Peak detection sequence (PDS)
4. Autoregressive pattern mapping sequence (APMS)
5. Scaling coefficients array generation sequence (SCAGS)
6. STA/LTA arrays windows sequence (SLAWS)
7. Earthquake probabilistic sequence (EPS)
8. Seismic features extraction (SFE)
9. ADC scaling/range and communication bus configuration
SWEDA was programmed and tested on three-layered devices for constrained application testing:
1. MATLAB for Desktop PC Workstation.
2. MATLAB Coder for Raspberry Pi.
3. Python 2.7 for Single Board Computer (Raspberry Pi).
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The sequence of operations was as characteristic as the seismic wave patterns or geo-seismic
faults that will be characterized and detected by the algorithm. First, the placement map of sensors
was created for assigning all current positions equal to zero so that whatever the type of plain and
surface is the initial state vector in the time domain as time series. The noise filtering, thresholding,
peak-detection, event capturing, or recording algorithm triggering, as well as auto-scaling for events
using computed windows and seismic event extraction, was automated. In the case of high-resolution
needs and high data rates, the algorithm re-configures itself at t1 > t0, i.e., t0 is the time at which the first
sample set was processed in SWEDA and t1 is the time at which the second sample set was processed
by SWEDA. The entire process is summarized in Figure 2.
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2.1. Gradient Mapping and Auto-Calibration (G )
It was impossible in 100% sensor grid scenarios to achieve zero magnitudes, as the crust of the
earth is like a curvature and structures placed on earth are mostly at a non-uniform distance from the
center of the earth. For orientation, SWEDA takes the value of sensor variables as zero by subtracting
the existing magnitudes. Let the n sensor variables at the time of placement have a vector S with a
magnitude at t = 0 written as |S0|. Let SP1 be the processed value at the start of SWEDA which is
given by
SP1 = |S1| − |S0| = 0. (2)
In Equation (2), SP1 will always be zero and the sensor placement vector will be stored in the
memory for reference. It will reli ve the extra data processing operations like enveloping, normalization,
magnitude averaging, variance, etc.
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Figure 3 clarifies the gradient map auto-calibration (GMAC) operation on SGBIN clusters to
achieve zero-offsets by subtracting all the gradients from all the sensor values in the time series, which
reduced computation complexities.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 25 
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2.2. Seismic Noise Filtration (SNF)
The presence of micro-seis s i tituted a regular data pattern in the eismic
instrumentation called st c stic seismic noise that leads to f lse alarms and poor data integrity.
The first step was to skim or extract the seismic noise of the first 500 samples by applying the
Savitzky–Golay filter (savgol_filter) in MicroPython as a signal. The savgol_filter (signal, windowsize,
order of polynomial) operates at the embedded hardware level. In the Savitzky–Golay filter in
MicroPython, the SGBIN data SP1 consists of a time series set of S {xj yj, tj, tj−1} with points (j = 1, ..., n),
where x is an independent variable at tj, and yj is an observed value at delayed tj−1. They are treated
with a set of m-xy convolution coefficients, Ci, according to the expression
yt =
1
h

np−1
2∑
i=−( np−12 )
aixt+i
 (3)
In the triangular moving average (TMA), i.e., the function smo thTriangle (n isy signal, degree of
filter) at the PC level, two simple moving averages (SMA) are computed on top of each other in order
to gain more weight to nearer (adjacent) points. This means that first our SMAi are computed and then
a TMAi for the window size n is computed as:
TMAi = (SMAi + SMAi+1 + . . . + SMAi+n)/n (4)
The generated filtered time series array (FTSA0) was subtracted from the FTSA of the original
signal, i.e., 500 samples from t0 to t499, and difference was saved in the second array called seismic
noise array (SNA0).
SNA = SP1 − FTSA (5)
Later on, this SNA was sent to SGBIN as a feedback tuning coefficient to be subtracted from the
transmitted signal of SGBIN to reduce the level-2 computation complexity.
SP2 = SP1 − SNA (6)
This technique reduced the filtration cost as well as the expected computation cost of SWEDA in
the next phases.
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In Figure 4, we have two plots, seismic signal with noise and filtered signal. We averaged all
the data samples from two sites and considered only 10,000 samples. For feature extraction, we had
to filter meaningless information out of the 10,000 samples. In a noisy signal, the magnitude of the
angles 1.5◦ and −0.5◦ are the values that lead to false alarms and wrong detection of seismic events.
The correct values are in the range between 0.3◦ and −0.3◦, which need to be processed. The kurtosis
value and S/L-Kurt algorithm [39] can be used here for microseismic signals.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 25 
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2.3. Peak Detection Sequence (P S)
The second step after the FTSA0 and SP2 was detecting the p aks out f real-time values. The peak
detection sequence (PDS) used in this work was only based on unique and frequency
detection. The algorith sca s a frequencies only, i.e., it first searched for the
first maximum for early warni g, then the second maximum, and accordingly the fifth maximu and
eighth maxi um.
In Figure 5, the circles sho the t s local axima, and when the next peak
came it became local maxima, i.e., only i creasing peaks were detecte for amplitude variation mappi g.
If the next tilt angle magnitude was equal or less than the current local maximum, the algorithm
ignored it. The purple dotted line was the mean of 500 samples in 10 s. Let us consider that we
have N clusters of seismic nodes placed geo-spatially transmitting D datasets of ti e series as the
repository R(d):
R(d) =
{
N = [N1, N2 . . . .Nn]
∣∣∣ N1 = [D1a, D1b, D1c . . . D1n]
Where D1 =
{
set o f simultaneus data streams o f timeseries
} (7)
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In recent works carried out in 2017–2018, time-series data nature detection for stationarity and
non-stationarity was tested that increased the delay as well as the computation cost of procedures.
If the data was stationary, the power spectral density (PSD) was calculated, and if it was non-stationary,
the Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT) was calculated. It was not feasible to calculate PDS and HHT for
R(d) due to computation cost issues. A precise illustration in Table 1 clarifies that any operation that is
frequency-transformed and filter-based will cost the most. The Hamming window is the cheapest and
most effective algorithm for the real-time computation of time-series signals. Every inclinometer frame
was considered, where (i) M is the number of samples from the 18-bit ADC within a 500 ms frame,
(ii) NA is the next two’s power, and (iii) Rfb is the number of the filter banks.
Table 1. The computational cost of the vibration event detection approaches.
Algorithms Computational Cost Floating-Point Operations
Hamming Windowing M 1.440
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) NA * log2(NA) 22.528
(abs)2 NA/2 10.24
Filter Bank NA/2 * Rfb 49.152
Logarithm Rfb 48
2.4. Autoregressive Pattern Mapping Sequence (APMS)
The earthquake sequence is first p-wave, then s-wave, and finally, Love wave. From the median of
seismic signals, the amplitudes of characteristic waves are scaled and correlated, or the wave window
is moved in a sequence with respect to Figure 1. The PDS calculations in Figure 4 were assigned to
counters, and each counter contributes the size of windows for APMS.
In Figure 6, the more disrupting wave that arrives first is the p-wave, and its correlation window
is represented with the red rectangle. The s-wave has to be checked after that, shown in the green
rectangle, and Love waves are presented within the orange triangle. This sequence has to be verified
to ensure the type of seismic event and expected fault caused by this measured time series of tilt
angles. The magnitudes of tilt angles for the orange rectangle, i.e., Love waves, should be between
−0.05◦ and 0.05◦. The first window in the figure has values between 0.28◦ and −0.28◦, which are the
second-highest in the histogram plot.
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2.5. Scaling Coefficients Array Generation Sequence (SCAGS)
It happens 97% of the times that amplitudes trained for seismic waves windows are not exactly
matching the run-time sensor data due to wavelengths, frequency, and amplitudes. The criticality is
for the shape of the waves to be matched by dividing the signal into wave windows to measure the
ratios for mapping the factor tuning that is only acceptable from 0.71 to 0.95, and in reality, it never
goes above 0.83.
The variety and volume of peaks observed in Figure 7 show that the superimposed signals show
three overlapping criteria: the first with a range between 0.49◦ and −0.49◦ θ1 (pk-pk) with a sample
space of 7.5–8.8 s, the second with a range of 0.26◦ to −0.26◦ θ2 (pk-pk) and a sample space of 5–6.2 s,
and the third with a range between 0.42◦ and −0.42◦ θ3 (pk-pk) and a sample space of 2.5–3.8 s. These
factors constitute an accurate calculation of the STA/LTA parameters estimation. Most of the clusters of
the peak-to-peak angles are dense and high in quantity, more than the STAs and overall LTAs. SCAGS
reflects the resemblance percentage or coefficient of similarity.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 25 
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2.6. STA/LTA Arrays Windows Sequence (SLAWS)
The application of STA/LTA arrays is the smartest way for automated recording of critical
events. Most of the unique samples or events are traced using STA, and the complete sequence with
heterogeneous events is tracked using LTA. The STA/LTA has key initiation parameters that must be
automated for non-stationary anomaly events like earthquakes.
Different seismic frequencies were observed in different earthquakes over the course of time.
Let the standard alarming seismic waves frequencies be fSTANDARD > 0.1 Hz and onwards. Let us
generalize that the P-wave has a frequency between 1 and 16 Hz generalized from [42], the S-wave
can be [43,44] generalized as 0.1–8 Hz, and both [45] R- and L-waves have 0.01–2 Hz at maximum.
STA and LTA have the following generic event detection par meters (EDP):
• Wd—Waveform data (‘shm_thingspeak.csv’)
• Fs—Sampling frequency (as per Nyquist criterion, i.e., 2F = 2 (1 Hz), 2 (1.5 Hz), . . . 2 (24 Hz))
• Lts—Length of time series (80,000 samples)
• Tv—Time vector of the waveform (10,000 samples)
• ABSts—Absolute value of time series (40,000)
• WSTA = EDP1*Fs − STA window size (Dynamic)
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• WLTA = EDP2*Fs − LTA window size (Dynamic)
• WLLTA = WLLTA − current length of growing LTA window (sizes of the time axis of respective wave)
• TRON-STA+LTA = EDP3 − trigger on when STA_to_LTA exceeds this threshold
• TRON-STA-LTA = EDP4 − trigger off when STA_to_LTA drops below the threshold
In our case with four wave types in one sequence, we will have three STAs and one LTAs array for
a single sequence of events as exhibited in Figure 8.
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2.7. Earthquake Probabilistic Sequence ( )
The EPS condition can only be satisfied under triggering conditions: STA1 = P wave, STA2 = S wave,
and STA3 = urface wave in LTA1, 2, and LTAN−1, provided that rations of STAs defined as RSTAs
is in the rang of 0.8–1.2 and RLTAs is in range of 0.7–1.3. EPS is shown in F gure 1.
2.8. Seismic Feature Extraction (SF )
After the waves and earthqua t ti ti ti n of velocities, the next step is towards an
early warni g and fault prediction. Refer to [17] for equations for angles, displacement, and velocities.
2.9. Event-Triggered ADC Scaling/Range and Communication Bus Configuration
The final step after the event detection is to optimize the ADC resolution according to the feature
extraction requir ments. Increasing the resolution and rang will make the ADC flexible for STA/LTA
reco ders and thus r sult in the eed for the increased data rate to accomplish the complete event
detection and characterization milestone. The tiltm ter nodes in Figure 10 are the selected nodes
which are standard industry nodes with (CAN in Automation) CiA-301 compliance. Th PDS and
STA demand will trigger an increase or decrease i DC resolution, and LTA will trigger the service
data object (SDO) parameter 0x20F2 and 0x20F3 in byte 5 of the CANopen packet. The ideal node for
this application is the one with the reserved command for ADC configuration, i.e., scaling, resolution,
range, and sampling rate.
Figure 9 interprets the SWEDA process tested in MATLAB that had data in binary format and
functions that interchanged binary data as arguments and return types. OMPC [42] and LiberMate are
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the two packages that convert MATLAB functions to Python for hardware implementation, and very
fruitful output has been shown in the results sections.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 25 
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3. Smart Geo-Spatial Inclinometer Nodes Applicat on Design
The smart geospatial inclinometer nodes application designs (SGSINs) fill the gap of programmable
resolution ADC, sampling rate, and communication for input- and output-tuning for NDT and NDE
assessment procedures. In our research project, we designed and fabricated two SGBINs as:
• Flat SGSINs with two accelerometers used as inclinometer sensors (F-SGSINs)
• Cylindric l SGSINs with 2 + N senso support (C-SGSINs)
CANopen was used as a communication interface and a common bus. The details of these nodes
are given in their respective sections. The two nodes are exhibited in Figure 10.
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It is noteworthy to highlight that the SGBINs displayed in Figure 10 r t l
programmable and configurable par met rs using CANopen.
3.1. Flat SGSINs
The block diagram of the SGBIN version 1 is given in Figure 1 , focusing o t
constraints for SWEDA exp ained in S ction 2. A bi-axial ac elero te
accele tion as well as i clination me surements.
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In Figure 10, the ADXL203 was interfaced with an STM32F10RBT6, i.e., 32-bit micro ontroller with
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In Fi , s seven sensors that can be utilized by r levant algorithms for
constraint configurability. This node is specialized in underground monitoring and has IP68 protection.
The ground motions associated with P, S, R, and L seismic waves required a specialized topology
of sensors for minimum computation cost using matching amplitudes of direction and angular
displacements shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Realization of a S BI cluster topologies according to seismic wave ground motions as
(a) P-wave ground motions; (b) S-wave ground motions; (c) R-wave ground motions; (d) L-wave
ground motions; (e) SGBIN topology for P-wave detection; (f) SGBIN topology for S-wave detection;
(g) SGBIN topology for R-wave detection; (h) SGBIN topology for L-wave detection.
4. Case Study: Experiment Designed a I l i rsity
The chosen case study was the SHM system for Qatar University (QU) as a potential SWEDA-SHM
study ground. Three diff rent specifications and configuration systems were instal e at
two physically 1 km apart unique locations, na l , S -QU-CO5-Bridge.
The SWEDA-SHM system details for these locations are:
• SHM-QU-CO5-Bridge SWEDA-SHM Site (SHM-BS) System with 5 F-SGBINs.
• SHM-QU-B09-Lab SWEDA-SHM site (SHM-LB) with 5 F-SGBINs and 10 C-SGBINs.
The entire deployment plan for the case study at QU is shown in Figure 10, published in our
earlier papers.
In Figure 14, a very basic regional-level SWEDA-SDM hardware prototype is presented, i.e.,
the two unique remote blocks were connected with the SHM system called out-surface board
(OSB) with IoT node software using the CANopen network with a CAN-USB adapter by Gingko.
The CANopen addresses were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on both sides. The two SHM site nodes were connected to
the I/O multiplexer block of the SWEDA-SHM gateway (installed with IoT gateway software) with a
keyboard-video-multimedia (KVM) switch for multiple displays, communication ports, and a power
supply unit (PSU). The term RSS refers to the resilience support system in Figure 14, which means that
the early w rning and s ismic event detection results are used by a resilience sup ort system to alarm
inhabitant to b awar and ready to cope with the situation. PRCL1 is the private cloud server that
as ists the PC-level computations like PDS sample streams to overla the run-time seis ic signals.
There can be more than 9999999+ seismic samples overlapped over the run-time SP2 to compute the
ratio as a s milarity index between 0.1 and ~0.99.
In Figure 15, the physical deployment of the SWEDA-SHM-QU case study is displayed as
C05-Bridge (yellow) and B09-Lab (cyan).
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Figure 15. Case study: Qatar University (QU) SWEDA-SHM sites deploy ils te as (a,b) B09
Lab with 10 C-SGBINs on SHM stand and 5 F-SGBINs on table nd (c) out-s rface board (OSB) and a
F-SGBINs at the QU Bridge Site; (d) F-SGBINs at QU Bridge Site; (e) Outdoor Data Unit (ODU) for QU
Bridge site mounted on wall of C05; (f) Indoor Data Unit (IDU) for QU Bridge site mounted on wall of
C05; (g) overview on Google Maps for QU SHM sites.
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The core challenges in early warning and seismic wave events detection to be resolved at
campus-level implementation in this work were:
1. SGBINs placement anomalies, i.e., all sensors were not symmetric neither vertically
nor horizontally.
2. SGBINs output contained unwanted amplitudes and frequencies that were increasing the
computation costs as well as false detection.
3. The early warning estimation was a major challenge, i.e., the requirement of peak detection or
extremities in the signal.
4. The seismic waves automated recording and processing activation needed unique peaks and
frequencies identification.
5. The seismic waves runtime similarities estimation with an expected earthquake or seismic signal
needed magnitude ratios as well as signal clustering.
6. The STA/LTA triggering only for featured events was a mandatory step that had to be performed.
7. A probabilistic sequence for an earthquake for runtime conditions was also needed for the next or
upcoming signals similarity assessment.
8. Sending a new sampling scheme for the optimization of ADC was also needed to only capture
the needed signals and reduce the post-analysis costs.
The solution of all these difficulties is given in the results section step by step with an analysis.
5. Results
Two identical SHM systems with two heterogeneous node sets, each was used at two different
geo-locations as discussed in Section 2. The transmission from the SHM nodes to the gateway was
started, and the packets PN were sent by the SGBINs to gateway(from Equation (6)).
In Figure 16, a very rich source of data with 16,00,000 x-axis and y-axis tilt angle samples has
been shown, with each dataset containing 80,000 samples. These data have been collected from our
high-precision nodes placed at two geospatial positions, i.e., Lab106A and C05 Bridge Site at Qatar
University, Doha. Two clusters of two tiltmeter nodes with specifications given in Figures 10–12 were
networked and their data were collected in our database. For a detailed analysis, data of only two
nodes with x and y-axis tilts were included.
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samples).
The data in Figure 17 will probably give false alarms as it has off-sets, we can see that data-centered
at (0.23◦, −0.23◦) in x-axis and y-axis for node A at bridge, (−0.39◦, −0.61◦) in x-axis and y-axis for
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node B at bridge, (0.5◦, −0.07◦) in x-axis and y-axis for node A lab, (0.8◦, 0.23◦) in x-axis and y-axis for
node A lab at bridge. In Figure 13, we can see that SWEDA had used the relative gradient method to
programmatically calibrate all the axis to 0◦ to avoid false alarms and ensure accurate performance of
micro-steps otherwise all the calculation is useless.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 25 
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In Figure 18, the histogram of the entire dataset is shown. The most frequent tilt angle values 
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values are automatically assigned to thresholding counters in SWEDA. MFTAV contributes to LTA 
triggering due to the maximum occurrence in the dataset. 
Figure 17. Bi-axial tilt angles data gathered at two unique geolocations in five calendar months (80,000
samples).
Furthermore, various data processing techniques like averaging, mean, frequency analysis and
histogram. Focusing on the embedded devices for minimum computation cost histogram was selected.
In Figure 18, the histogram of the entire dataset is shown. The most frequent tilt angle values
(MFTAVs) on SHM Node A—Bridge were an x-axis tilt angle of 0.67◦ and a y-axis tilt angle of −0.23◦.
The SHM Node B—Bridge had an x-axis tilt angle of −0.42◦ and a y-axis tilt angle of −0.61◦. SHM OSB
A had an x-axis tilt angle of 0.51◦ and a y-axis tilt angle of 0.295◦. SHM OSB B had an x-axis tilt angle of
0.8◦ and a y-axis tilt angle of 0.24◦. Furthermore, the results of various data processing techniques, like
averaging, mean, frequency analysis, and histogram, are shown. Focusing on the embedded devices
for minimum computation cost, a histogram was the least costly operation. The most frequent values
are automatically assigned to thresholding counters in SWEDA. MFTAV contributes to LTA triggering
due to the maximum occurrence in the dataset.
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Figure 18. Histogram of data gathered at 2 u ique geoloc tions in 5 calendar months (80,000 samples).
Figure 19 shows the effectiveness in reducing the computation cost of SWEDA in real sense for
embedded systems by using the histogram after gradient which shows that the population of zeros is
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very favorable for floating-point operations by resource-constrained hardware like field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGA), system-on chip (SoC), application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), Arduino,
and Raspberry Pi 3. SWEDA enabled 62,000 zeros that improved the real-time efficiency by 77.5%
(62,000/80,000) in any domain, be it time or frequency.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 25 
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Figure 19. ist gram of d ta gathered at two nique geolocations in five cale dar months
(80,000 samples).
In i re 20, the acceptable range of fr q encies is shown that assisted the switching ba dwidth
of our Butterworth band-pass filter with a lower limit of 2 Hz and an upper limit of 48 Hz for
optimized feature extraction in SWEDA. SWEDA uses Nyquist criteria that are at least twice the actual
frequency of the signal. For detailing, SWEDA operated at five times the frequency of the node signals.
The efficiency of the FFT was also increased by 77.5%.
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Figure 21 portrayed the performance of second-order bandpass Butterworth filter with gradient
correction, seismic nois filtration, and FFT verificati n.
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Figure 22. Peak detection sequence (PDS)/autoregressive pattern mapping sequence (APMS) for SCAG
for extracted signals for two sites (structured waves mapped = 6).
In Figure 23, a 3D spectrogra is s . It gives a clear picture of the cro s verification of
outputs of SWEDA. The ora e s a e s s t e axi u strength of our gradient signal is near 0,
as interpreted by SCA S. In Figures 16 and 17, it is very obvious that the 0.2 peak-to-peak distance
is the least re-occurring cluster which is proof of a seasonality impact in our SHM data set shown in
the yellow legend. The blue legend is scattered in the form of small segments and regular intervals,
showing the stationarity in the data set.
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generated a different EPS for the different strate its live characterization
capabil ty given as a red line. i ly stationary and only LTAs existed due to the
seasonality impact made it very challenging to map STAs for P, S, and surface waves, even though as
per live data it generated i s EPS separately for separate d a stre ms from the sensors. The EPS values
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the LTA, there is an extremely negligible chance of an earthquake which can be stated as “no chance”.
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In Figure 25, the final output of SWEDA is displayed for the QU Bridge site. The EPS values
(0.01, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00) show that for the current situation the percentage resemblance with seismic
waves is 0.00 as there was not a single STA detected from the six waves stored SCAGS. The higher or
longer the length of the LTA, the closer the signal to zero. At any point when red (EPS) intersects with
blue (signal) and the part resembles even 73%, it maps an STA. The absence of STAs shows neither P,
nor S, nor surface waves were detected. In fact, it may also reflect that the stored wave is an anomaly
and may or may not be any seismic wave in the worst case.
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In Figures 14–25 SWEDA detected no si ake. In Figure 26, an induced earthquake
was tested in-situ test bench f r s s r nodes clusters set has been sel cted to test the performance
of our S EDA. Keeping an account of Equation (1), STA was triggered at 10 s and recorded eleven
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PDS gave a scaling resolution command to ADCs from 16-bit to 22-bit to achieve that the CANopen
baud rate of 250 kb/s using 0x03 was changed to 1 Mb/s using 0x00 SDO. The node, to be purely
Industry 4.0 compliant, must maximize programmable and configurable hardware parameters. It is the
minimum requirement to have programmable ADC and a soft configurable communication interface
for context-aware situations. Every node is only transmitting the filtered word streams in binary
format CANopen payload.
6. Discussion and Limitations
6.1. The Problem/Challenge
Regional events are happening in parallel at different geospatial locations. The tendency of
similarity between these events is very high.
1. Which surface is suitable for seismic wave detection?
2. Which sensors are best for ground motion frequency, magnitude, and angle measurement?
3. How to align the crust or surface with sensors for ground motion detection?
4. How to reduce the computation by minimizing mathematical complexity?
5. How to detect if the disaster threshold is exceeded for the early warning?
6. How does the data need to be filtered for feature extraction and pattern recognition?
7. How to relate the curves that they can be decisive evidence of the seismic event?
8. What is the probability of an earthquake?
9. Which data structure is more suitable for the real-time accuracy of prediction?
10. What are the recommended specifications of the sensor resolution ideal for SWEDA?
11. What should be the communication configuration of urban-scale seismic sensor nodes for an
efficient algorithmic response?
6.2. The Contribution of Proposed SWEDA Application on SGBINs
A campus-level SWEDA-SHM was designed. The inputs from two physically deployed SHM
systems were used to test SWEDA, visible in Figure 14. The step-wise operations of SWEDA are
given below:
1. Step 1: All the SGBIN data SP1 needed normalization so that the algorithm can be fed with
maximum zeros to reduce the floating-point operations, as demonstrated in Figures 16 and 17.
2. Step 2: All the SGBIN SP1s outputs were filtered by SNF (Figure 21) using a MicroPython
embedded filter signal. The savgol_filter eliminated unwanted frequencies by only allowing a
range of 1~24 Hz. Furthermore, the ranges of more than ±5◦ amplitudes were eliminated, which
were increasing the computation costs as well as directing towards false detection.
3. Step 3: All the SP2s were checked for unsafe thresholds, i.e., in the case of limestone in Qatar
it was ±0.57◦. No emergency value was observed by SWEDA from SGBINs in SP1 and SP2 as
exhibited in Figures 18–23.
4. Step 4: The unique peak detection operation generated SCAGS and triggering amplitudes for
STA/LTA in SLAWS for a stationary signal, as no seismic conditions were observed by PDS in
Figure 22.
5. Step 5: The runtime similarities estimation using ratio computation with SCAGS and SLAWS
generated an EPS for an expected earthquake or seismic signal needed magnitude ratios as well
as the signal clustering, presented in Figure 23 as the green gradient.
6. Step 6: The EPS was divided by SP2 to compute the maximum similarities for a possible
earthquake for a computed EPS from stationary data. No earthquake was found in Figures 24
and 25 with EPS = 0.00–0.09.
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The proposed SWEDA had two limitations that were observed during the implementation phase,
which are given below:
1. The limitation of this work in the implementation phase is a dependency on proposed SGBINs.
2. The sequence of operations has to be observed in the same pattern.
7. Future Recommendations
This work can further be optimized for upcoming system-on-chip (SoC)-based smart sensing
solutions with complex seismic detection applications in future works using S/L-Kurt [32] windows
with the statistical pre-computation approach with an optimized sequence of algorithms mentioned
in [37] and formulated comparisons.
8. Conclusions
This work proposes a real-time seismic wave event detection system using high precision
inclinometers with novel enhancements in ubiquitous structural health monitoring systems, fostering
the geo-seismic industry. The chained mechanism proposed, detected, and identified primary
(or compression), secondary (or shear), and Love waves in time series sensor data of 500 samples
and real-time sensor time series of 80,000 samples from the Local Laboratory and Bridge sites.
The systematically ordered process was initiated with a gradient map auto-calibration that eradicated
the heterogeneous sensor placement plane errors and centered the inclinometer’s x-axis at y = 0, followed
by data refinement by impairing noise of frequency higher than 24 Hz using a de-noising filter. Further,
a histogram for magnitude density or occurrence (−0.47, −0.2, 0.23, 0.27, and 0.02 degrees) appeared
for 71,000 to 73,000 samples, and FFT was carried out for frequencies <24 Hz as a dual verification
benchmark. In addition, real-time pre-triggering and post-triggering magnitudes for recorder tools
were initiated by peak detection sequences for given geological and geographical parameters of
the seismic wave nature. The expected seismic probabilistic wave construction was constituted by
an auto-regressive pattern mapping sequence for real-time similarity and a 0.71~1.2 ratio for the
earthquake computation. Moreover, further optimization was achieved using window definitions
for the wave characterization using the scaling coefficients array generation sequence. Almost exact
STA/LTA windows mapped over real-time signals, and the predicted seismic sequence was observed
for the Local Laboratory case for up to five LTA triggers with a maximum earthquake probabilistic
sequence similarity of 0.01 and for three LTA triggers for the Local Bridge case with a maximum
EPS similarity of 0.09. The main contribution of this work is a triangular synergy of geophysics,
instrumentation, and data processing. This work is a futuristic staircase in real-time detection and the
study of natural disasters using state-of-the-art applied sciences and methods for earth and planetary
research and development.
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